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Vicky
Proteksan and an
owner have worked
together to
produce the
Turkish yard’s
largest and most
innovative
superyacht yet
words: Bruno Cianci
photography: Bugsy Gedlek
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Vicky

It is fair to say that, by any measure, the
72 metre yacht Vicky is unique. On first reading,
this may seem like a redundant statement – she is, after all,
the epitome of a large custom project. But take a look into
her back story and one thing becomes clear – this
individuality is borne not so much through initial intent, but
rather through the vision of her owner, ably interpreted by
her design, project, technical and yard teams. Started by the
yard as a sister to Talisman C, the end result could hardly be
more different. They were built at the same facilities in
Tuzla, near Istanbul, they share the same engines, steel hull
and part of their layouts – but that is all. The aluminium
superstructures, the weight, the volumes and the overall
appearance differ considerably. Even the dimensions vary
by two metres (70.54 versus 72.6) and this difference makes
Vicky the largest Turkish-branded yacht launched to date –
the ultimate boast of a boatbuilding nation.
Named after the daughter of the owner, Vicky was
launched on 7 May 2012 and delivered shortly afterwards.
‘The owner already had a performance yacht,’ says Alex,
owner’s representative and project manager, ‘but he
wasn’t happy with the dimensions; he wanted more
space. That is why we started to look for a suitable option

in the range of 70 to 75 metres. When we were informed
about the existence of such a hull under construction, we
decided to have a closer look.’
The team of surveyors and consultants visited both
Proteksan and a second shipyard near Tuzla. They were
impressed with both options in terms of quality, but in
the end one specific factor played a decisive role: ‘The
nearly completed hull lying at Proteksan Turquoise was a
great opportunity for us,’ says Alex. ‘The owner simply
did not want to wait for a yacht to be built from scratch.
Basically, he was in a hurry.’
The timing was near perfect. The construction had
reached a stage that enabled changes to the existing project
at reasonable cost. ‘The owner wanted that hull, but at the
same time not a classic design typical to previous Proteksan
deliveries,’ Alex continues. ‘The superstructure and its
layout were to be deeply modified. He also asked for small
changes to the hull, which was lengthened.’
After drawing up a shortlist of suitable architects, the
London-based H2 Yacht Design was chosen. Eighteen
years of experience with Proteksan Turquoise and six
yachts designed to date for the yard played a significant
role in the choice. ‘The requirements of the owner were

Even though the
wheelhouse (opposite top)
is not raised, the captain
reports that visibility is
good. Viewed from
starboard (opposite
bottom), the aft hinge-up
door of the crew tender
and the amidships
hinge-down door of the
spa can be seen. The
seating area on the
sundeck (above); further
aft is a dining table for up
to 12

‘The requirements of the owner were for a multi-functioning
yacht, with a definite wow factor, combined with total
dedication to him and his guests’ comfort and facilities’
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‘Vicky feels much bigger inside with facilities
you will not find on any other 70 metre yacht.
The style is not too challenging but is inviting
and comfortable in its ambiance’
for a multi-functioning yacht, with a definite “wow
factor”, combined with total dedication to him and his
guests’ comfort and facilities,’ says Jonny Horsfield,
founder architect of H2 Yacht Design. ‘For the interior
the client initially wanted to develop a traditional
European-style interior with plenty of colour and finishes
to give a rich, vibrant look. However, with time this
changed to a much more controlled, muted, classy and
timeless look, achieved through a mix of traditional
<#l#> www.boatinternational.com

carpentry and modern furniture. This yacht has many
surprises up its sleeve that need time to be absorbed and
appreciated. She feels much bigger inside with facilities
you will not find on any other 70 metre yacht. The style
is not too challenging but is inviting and comfortable in
its ambiance.’
Vicky certainly has that wow factor – but without
shouting too much. She reveals more and more detail to
guests as they spend time on board and absorb the

The semicircular sofa in
the upper saloon (above)
faces the biggest television
aboard. The double-height
main saloon (opposite)
diminishes some floor area
above, but it creates an
extraordinary overall
feeling of space

eclectic finishes of the interior. The impression is
relaxed, comfortable and residential, with plenty of light.
This is the result of a mix of classic wall treatments and
carpentry details with contemporary European furniture.
The layout boasts four distinctive features. The first is
simply the variety of styles used. ‘The owner wanted us
to change the style according to the spaces rather than
repeating the same features over and over again,’ says
Horsfield. The four guest cabins on the main deck are

equal in size, but the variety of styles means that each
begs to be explored; a pleasant and intriguing experience.
The second feature is the double-height atrium in the
main saloon. ‘This is something the client had requested
from the very beginning,’ says Horsfield, ‘and even though
you lose some floor area above, the overall feeling of
height and space is simply unique in a yacht of this size.’
The quality of natural light in the main saloon, coming
from the 22 full-height windows and the back doors of
www.boatinternational.com <#r#>
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the main and bridge decks, is very relaxing.
The third characteristic, unusual on a yacht of this
length, is the spa on the lower deck, almost at sea level,
with a hinge-down platform located to starboard. To
port is a steam room, a shower, a spa pool, heads and a
treatment room, while an area for yoga is in the centre.
To give this area over to a spa was a bold decision. The
style is ‘unashamedly Asian’ as Horsfield puts it, with
teak and limestone giving a warm and tranquil
atmosphere. Dark woods, orange-veined onyx and
colourful mosaics complete the finishes.
The fourth distinctive feature is at the very heart of
Vicky. The full-beam owner’s suite is located amidships
behind the bridge. With balconies to port and to starboard
it offers a stunning vista, as well as total privacy, since the
balconies can be reached only from the suite itself. ‘Its
location required careful planning for crew access,’ notes
Horsfield. The style is rich and quite classic, with walnut
and leather panelling, while the furniture is modern and
eclectic. The bathroom, with en suite wardrobe for her, is

a triumph of back-lit blue and white onyx.
Mehmet Karabeyoglu, Proteksan’s chairman, is particularly
proud of the owner’s suite. ‘The first trait that comes when I
think of Vicky is her full-beam suite with those two balconies
facing the sea,’ he says. ‘I truly appreciate a solution that
enables good air circulation, because I am not a big fan of
air-conditioning. While sleeping in such a cabin, the owner
can enjoy the sea breeze, a dawn or a sunset in all its shades,
which is a great thing. This is the ultimate luxury, and so is
the proper steam room in the spa, the deck space all over
the yacht and the oversized pool on the fly.’
Similarly, Horsfield believes the yacht’s interior
architecture challenges the norm. ‘The final arrangement
is pretty unusual for such a yacht,’ he says. ‘The double
guest cabins on main deck may not be new in terms of
layout, but the huge spa area on lower deck certainly is,
as well as the full-width amidships owner’s suite behind
the wheelhouse. The double-height atrium in the main
saloon is also pretty unusual in this size of yacht.’
Indeed, providing space was one of the main goals in

The dining table on the
main deck (below),
adjacent to the atrium,
seats up to 10; the main
saloon and dining area
(opposite), where the
quality of light, both
artificial and natural,
creates a pleasant
ambiance

‘The client initially wanted a traditional European interior
with plenty of colour. However, this changed to a much
more controlled, muted, classy, timeless look’
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‘There is no area on this yacht that
is smaller than usual. On the contrary,
the accessibility to every compartment
and to all engineering areas was improved’

the design of the yacht and the yard was also sensitive
to the importance of this issue. ‘There is no area on this
yacht that is smaller than usual,’ says Karabeyoglu. ‘On
the contrary, the accessibility to every compartment and
all engineering areas was improved.’
Lack of space is also not an issue in the crew areas.
Volumes are impressive and headroom is good everywhere,
the two exceptions being at the extremes of the yacht: in
the garage area, where two tenders and two jet skis are
<#l#> www.boatinternational.com

housed, and at the bow, where a useful boatswain’s
storeroom has been placed, just below the touch-and-go
helipad. ‘Foredeck hardware is hidden,’ says Vicky’s
captain Graeme Simpson, ‘just like the two rescue boats
and their davits. Basically, no machinery is visible from the
foredeck.’ Fenders also have proper storage areas.
Captain Simpson and technical consultant J O’Sullivan
prove expert guides to the lower and bilge decks.
O’Sullivan is an experienced technical consultant on

The main entrance (above
left) is located to starboard
and features a lift; floors
are back-lit and the wall
panelling combines dark
wood and mirrors. The spa
(above) is at the heart of
Vicky, with décor including
teak and darker woods,
limestone, orange-veined
onyx and colourful mosaics

marine engineering and naval architectural matters; he
handles warranty issues up to the 12th month after
delivery and hasn’t missed a stage of the yacht’s life
since becoming involved. ‘The ethos was to provide a
cost effective product while not compromising on
quality, delivered on time, with proven technology and
respecting the given fiscal polices,’ he says.
The importance O’Sullivan attaches to the tiniest detail is
the mirror of his passion and deep knowledge. ‘Much

consideration was placed on redundancy ability amongst all
systems,’ he says, ‘including A/V, proofing and accessibility
for maintenance and future upgrading. We strongly wanted
to have redundancy in all the equipment of this yacht and
the owner agreed on that. Indeed, installed equipment now
is well in excess of mandatory requirements. When it comes
to auxiliary equipment such as generators and bilge pumps
this ideology of great redundancy capability is most
noticable as provisions far exceed statutory requirements.’
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The full-beam owner’s
suite (right), is amidship
behind the wheelhouse,
with balconies to port and
to starboard (left). The
style is rich but classic,
with walnut and leather
panelling. This suite
includes an office (below)
and a bathroom (bottom),
featuring back-lit blue and
white onyx and an en suite
wardrobe for her

‘The ethos was
to provide a cost
effective product
whilst not
compromising on
quality, to be
delivered on time,
with proven
technology’
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Within the wheelhouse, even though it is not raised
and the windshield looks over the foredeck’s shell roof,
there were no visibility issues during the sea trials in
the Sea of Marmara. During one of these sessions ‘a
speed of just over 18 knots was reached’ reports
Captain Simpson – one knot faster than the maximum
speed outlined in the contract.
Before leaving a dark and rainy Tuzla at the end of a
long winter’s day, we pay a final visit to the Proteksan
Turquoise office. Here we have the chance to thoroughly
compare the layouts of Vicky and Talisman C. With the
help of Bediz Dosemeciler, a naval architect and engineer

from the yard, the differences between the two yachts are
revealed in a ‘spot the difference’ game. Vicky’s foredeck
has a shell roof, Talisman C’s is open; Vicky has four
generators rather than three; Vicky has a lift, and a
helipad; and moreover Vicky has that sporty, exterior line.
With Vicky, Proteksan has again proven its ability to
innovate and be flexible. They call them sisterships, of
course – but only for convenience. With an interior that
invites and excites, an innovative layout, and key design
features that deliver the requested wow
More on
factor and then some, Vicky is a triumph
of a yard’s ability and an owner’s vision.
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The pool is located atop
the en suite bathroom of
the owner’s suite

The sundeck offers a seating area
amidships, with a dining area aft

The double-height atrium reveals H2 Yacht Design’s
varying styles, the square seating area below
contrasting with the circular one on the upper deck

Unlike sistership Talisman C, four guest cabins are
located in the front section of the main deck

The spa features a hinge-down
door that becomes a swimming
platform

The garage can house two tenders,
including a limo, while Side doors
hinge up for easy access

V ick y Proteksan Turquoise
LOA 72.6m
LWL 64.4m
Beam (max) 13.5m
Draught 4.1m
Displacement 1,391T
Gross tonnage 1,730GT
Engines
2 x Caterpillar 3516B HD

Speed (max/cruise)
17 knots/15 knots
Range at 15 knots
4,750nm
Bowthruster
1 x HRP 190kW
Generators
4 x Caterpillar C9
@ 200kW
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Stabilisers
Quantum QC2200,
zero-speed
Fuel capacity
202,600 litres
Water capacity
36,100 litres
Owner and guests 14

Crew 18
Tenders
1 x 4.2m Novurania
Chase GS420
Construction
Steel hull, aluminium
superstructure

Classification
Lloyd’s, @100 A1 SSC Yacht
Mono G6, @LMC, UMS
Naval architecture
Proteksan Turquoise
Interior and
exterior design
H2 Yacht Design

Builder/year
Proteksan Turquoise/2012
Istanbul, Turkey
t: +90 216 493 82 48
e: info@proteksanturquoise.com
w: proteksan-turquoise.com

